THE KINDLY SHEPHERD
Set of 2 couples facing each other - Reel
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Note:-

1st Figure
Lead partner forward towards opposite couple;
Fall back with opposite away from partner.
Lead opposite forward towards partner;
Fall back with partner to original place.
1st couple lead through 2nd couple and cast back, while 2nd couple move forward
outside 1st couple, meet and lead back;
1st couple half figure 8 through 2nd couple, while 2nd couple cast out round 1st couple
and cross going back through the middle all ending improper in partner's place.
2nd couple, turning in towards each other, lead through 1st couple and cast back, while
1st couple cast out outside 2nd couple meet and lead back;
2nd couple half figure 8 through 1st couple, while 1st couple cast again round 2nd
couple and cross going back through the middle, all ending in original place.
2nd Figure
Partners forward side by side right shoulder and without pausing all cast left back to
place, Men casting round each other (partners may glance or nod at each other as they pass).
Opposites forward side by side left shoulder and without pausing all cast right back to
place, Men casting round each other (opposites may glance or nod at each other as they pass).
All back to back right shoulder with opposite;
Half double figure 8, 1st Man and 2nd Woman start by casting and 2nd Man and 1st
Woman start by crossing.
All back to back left shoulder with opposite;
Half double figure 8, 1st Man and 2nd Woman start by crossing and 2nd Man and 1st
Woman start by casting.
3rd Figure
Partners half right hand turn, drop hands and continue to place, Women passing right
shoulder round each other.
Opposites half left hand turn, drop hands and continue to place, Women passing left
shoulder round each other.
All right hand star three-quarters;
Opposites gipsy anticlockwise (left shoulder) round each other, Women casting left to begin.
All left hand star three-quarters;
Opposites gipsy clockwise (right shoulder) round each other, Men casting right to begin.
All honour partner.

Throughout the dance the A music and the first half of each B music should be done with a walking
step, breaking into a single or double step for the last half of each B music.

